Imagine 100 Patients with a QTc 480-520 ms (HR=60/min) on the routine admission ECG (no symptoms) How many patients will develop TdP during the following year? You can express your certainty or uncertainty by attributing 21 crosses in the figure below. The global prevalence of long QT was simulated using a beta distribution B(302, 6488) based on the ESOP study reporting 302 patients with a long QT (QT>480ms) among 6 790 patients. Among the patients with a long QT, the proportion of low LQT (QT in 480-520ms) was simulated using a beta distribution with parameters corresponding to 253 observed low QT among 302 patients with LQT. The conditional probability of intermediate LQT was simulated using a beta distribution with parameters corresponding to 42 observed intermediate QT among 49 patients with QT>520ms. The probability of intermediate LQT was obtained by the product of this conditional probability and 1 minus the probability of low LQT. Finally, the probability of high LQT was obtained by complement of low and intermediate LQT probability.
Imagine 100 Patients with a QTc 520-600 ms (HR=60/min) on the routine admission ECG (no symptoms) How many patients will develop TdP during the following year? You can express your certainty or uncertainty by attributing 21 crosses in the figure below. 
